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A 360-degree approach to kids  
entertainment industry coverage 
The leading magazine serving the information needs and interests of kids 
entertainment executives. Published five times a year, Kidscreen is delivered 
to more than 9,000 industry decision-makers around the world, in addition 
to bonus copies distributed at major events.

What is the industry worried about, excited for and ready to explore? 

Execs from Sesame, ViacomCBS and WarnerMedia are ready for change.

Henson and Dr. Seuss team up on a new puppet-led docuseries. 807132
cover Our front cover sports an ad for Ricky Zoom from eOne, while our editorial cover  

features an image from Gremlins: Secrets of the Mogwai (Warner Bros. Animation/Amblin Television). 

CON T E N T S

Unicorns are so 2020. Mercury Filmworks is making magic with its new fantasy  
series, which introduces a host of never-before-seen mystical creatures. 
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moves  
The List—Everything from Common Sense’s OTT platform, to Caillou’s cancellation is on our radar right now. 

screen  
Four-quadrant content is in high demand, but what does “family- friendly” actually mean to producers?

consumer products  IP owners and toymakers are  rethinking their retail relationships as online shopping keeps surging. 

kid insight  
Get ready for the rise of family- driven UGC as parents become  the hottest new social media stars. 

tech  
Kidcos pressed play on interactive online experiences after lockdowns put an end to in-person events. 

SPECIAL REPORT
SPECIAL REPORT
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Ten things on our 

radar this month

 THE 

LIST

October optimism

COVID-19 continues to spread rapidly across North America, Europe and parts of Asia. 

And while lockdowns in many regions are still in place (if not becoming more strict), there 

might be a light at the end of the tunnel. As more countries get mass vaccination efforts under-

way, there is hope that TV industry events could get back to being live by the fall. Reed Midem 

announced that, while April’s MIPTV will be online, it doesn’t see why MIPCOM in October can’t 

be a hybrid virtual/in-person event (although that’s what it thought around this time last year, 

too). And the Toy Association has a similar hope, pulling New York Toy Fair from the calendar but 

going full steam ahead on Dallas Toy Fair in October. So…see you all there?

Roku rescues Quibi

Despite crashing and burning last year, short-

form SVOD Quibi is resurfacing on Roku as 

a free, ad-supported channel. The streamer 

nabbed the global rights to Quibi’s library of 

more than 75 shows for reportedly less than 

US$100 million, a steal considering investors 

backed Quibi with US$1.75 billion. 

Making dollars and sense 

Non-profit media organization Common 

Sense surprised the industry with the launch 

of a for-profit division and OTT offering. 

Sensical is a free, ad-supported service that’s 

looking to build its catalogue, which already 

features acquisitions including Bakugan and 

Operation Ouch.
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ViacomCBS consolidates its streaming businesses, Nickelodeon’s 
standalone edutainment SVOD Noggin is 
carving out a place for itself as a complemen-
tary experience that blends tech and content 
to give its youngest viewers a unique way to 
connect with popular brands. Following the ViacomCBS merger in 

2019, the conglom has been concentrating 
its streaming efforts around Paramount+ 
(formerly CBS All Access), adding the 
Nickelodeon and Nick Jr. libraries to the 
platform, and shuttering smaller streamer 
MTV Hits. 

With Paramount+ set to launch this year, 
other niche direct-to-consumer plat-forms—including Comedy Central Now and 

NickHits—may also be on the chopping block.  
But Kristen Kane, EVP of Noggin, isn’t 

worried. She’s confident that the pre-
school SVOD’s future is secure because 
it offers a lot to families as a separate 
product, including interactive content and 
a kid-friendly, walled-garden experience, 
which could be lost if it was integrated into 
Paramount+. She says Noggin’s long-term goal 
is to be supportive of the broader SVOD, 

offering educational content that leverages 
Nickelodeon’s popular brands. It won’t be an easy task. Not only is 

Noggin competing in the wider universe 
of edutainment streamers, it also straddles 
the SVOD and interactive service worlds, 
and must meet the needs of families for 
both an entertainment and learning plat-
form. Balancing those two focuses can be a 
challenge, as reflected by Noggin’s growth, 
which has been slow compared to some 
other family-friendly SVODs. As of Q2 2019, 
the app (which launched in 2015) had reached 
2.5 million subscribers globally. Within the 
larger kids streaming world, popular brands 
like SpongeBob SquarePants and Dora the 
Explorer set it apart from competitors, like 
education-focused preschool SVOD Hopster 
(500,000 subscribers as of August 2020). But 
within the ViacomCBS ecosystem, it hasn’t 
been able to reach the audience size of its 
sister services, like general entertainment 
AVOD Pluto TV (26.5 million subscribers as of 
last August). 

To help it compete, Noggin has a three-
pronged strategy. It will focus on rapidly 
growing its slate of new shows, including 

Nickelodeon content and acquisitions; lean 
on Nick’s well-known characters with new 
videos that tackle trending topics like mindful-
ness; and partner with other organizations to 
draw in a larger co-viewing audience. But it’s tech that differentiates Noggin from 

other streamers, and the long-term goal is to 
integrate more interactivity into the content 
to make it more engaging, Kane says. She has 
plans to build out even more ways for children 
to engage with the app (which already lets 
kids touch, speak and play along with videos), 
moving the interactivity beyond just mobile 
devices and onto every screen. Kane also sees 
potential in features like voice-enabled func-
tionality, natural language processing and adap-
tive learning tech so the SVOD can enhance 
its educational value and better personalize its 
learning offerings for kids. “We’ve seen substantial growth in our 

subscriber base, our engagement levels have 
doubled during the pandemic, and that has 
remained steady,” says Kane. “We plan to 
innovate by integrating our content and 
tech together to deepen kids’ relationships 
with these characters, and leverage that for 
their learning.”  

Noggin plots its course
As the streaming landscape gets more crowded, Nickelodeon’s edutainment SVOD needs to stand out…not 

just against the competition, but against its parentco, too. 
BY: RYAN TUCHOW
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GET OUT With live and location-based 

brand extensions shuttered during lock-

downs, many families turned to outdoor 

toys to keep spirits high last summer. The 

NPD Group reported that the outdoor 

and sports toys super-category posted 

31% year-to-date growth in September 

in the US. In fact, the segment repre-

sented 36% of all dollar gains for the 

first nine months of the year with nearly 

US$3.5 billion in sales. 
KEEP GOING “You could not get a swing 

set or a bicycle at the end of the sum-

mer. Things that were typically big-ticket 

fourth-quarter items were selling insane 

numbers over the summer,” Byrne says. 

“Money was going into these categories 

that previously was going into travel or 

other forms of entertainment outside 

of the home, and that will continue this 

year.” Scooters and hoverboards from 

New York-based Jetson Electronics 

were listed on a number of top holi-

day toy lists as NPD reported that sales 

for the skate/skateboards/scooters 

subcategory grew by 107% during the 

height of the pandemic. 

DIY Another category that made huge 

gains last year was DIY. Arts & crafts 

projects that kids could do at home 

started trending on social media, which 

led to families around the world invest-

ing in items like paints, beads and tie-

dye kits. “We live in a culture where, be-

tween TikTok and YouTube, trends can 

go around the globe in 24 hours. That 

happens because people still want to 

feel connected, even though they’re not 

physically together,” Byrne says.  
FYI LA-based Yulu launched its Swirl & 

Style Tie Dye Studio Maker in spring 2020. 

Designed for kids ages six and up, the 

self-contained orb keeps mess to a min-

imum. The key to maintaining the mo-

mentum from 2020, according to Byrne, 

is to focus on creating a community. “You 

need to take that opportunistic bump, 

and turn it into a community of people 

with a shared interest,” he says. “And 

they likely won’t buy three products a 

week [the way they might have during 

the lockdowns], but they might buy one 

a month, and that’s one more sale than 

you were getting before.” 

STAY HOME Puzzles were the breakout 

star of the pandemic-related lockdowns. 

US data from market research firm The 

NPD Group shows that the puzzle super- 

category posted 42% year-to-date 

growth there in September 2020. In the 

UK, meanwhile, NPD reports the games 

and puzzles segment had grown by 31% 

year to date in November. With fami-

lies stuck at home, it makes sense they 

turned to traditional play patterns that 

encourage creativity and quality time. 

But can puzzlemakers keep that mo-

mentum going in 2021?  STAY CALM “Historically, when you see 

a big bump like that, it will slowly pla-

teau,” says Byrne. “We’re still not doing 

much other than watching TV, so I don’t 

think it will be a precipitous drop. But 

I just don’t think as many people will 

be scrambling for puzzles in the same 

way.” That hasn’t deterred LEGO, which 

is looking to expand its puzzle range to 

keep families engaged. The brickmak-

er bowed new 1,000-piece puzzles last 

year, with three hitting shelves ahead of 

the holiday season. 

ARTS & CRAFTS

PUZZLES OUTDOOR TOYS

Product trends on the road to retail
Chris Byrne, president of Byrne Communications, explores the top trends in quarantine to see which 

companies jumped on the bandwagon, and what it will take to keep those categories thriving. 

Pandemic Preferences
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Kidcos weigh in on the 

current state of affairs 

Managing the virtual 

retail relationship

All in the  

family 
As families gather 'round, 

the content catches up

engaging the global children’s entertainment industry 

FEBRUARY/MARCH 2021

Our email newsletter delivers  
the industry’s most meaningful news  
to 15,000+ subscribers each weekday.

This biweekly newsletter from Kidscreen  
is a compendium of the latest executive 
hires, moves and promotions, designed to 
help its 15,000+ subscribers stay on top of 
who’s who in the kids business.

The year’s biggest gathering of kids 
entertainment executives, this conference 
and networking event attracts 2,000+ 
attendees each February.

An annual event designed to showcase 
Asia-Pacific’s strongest kids animated 
projects to potential co-producers, 
broadcasters, distributors and investors.

TV/FILM
50%

CONSUMER 
PRODUCTS

14%

MEDIA
23%

OTHER
13%
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Mechanical requirements

Ad Position Trim Size Type Area Bleed Size

Double-Page Spread 425mm x 276mm 413mm x 264mm 432mm x 283mm

Full Page 213mm x 276mm 201mm x 264mm 219mm x 283mm

1/2-Page Horizontal
Bottom, left-hand page

213mm x 132mm 201mm x 120mm 219mm x 135mm

1/2-Page Vertical
Outside edge, left-hand page

103mm x 276mm 91mm x 264mm 110mm x 283mm

1/3-Page Horizontal
Bottom, left-hand page

213mm x 94mm 203mm x 82mm 219mm x 102mm

1/3-Page Vertical
Outside edge, left-hand page

75mm x 276mm 63mm x 264mm 81mm x 283mm

ARTWORK 
SPECIFICATIONS

Please supply us with your 
working files (pre-flight) in  
one of the following formats:
PRINT-OPTIMIZED PDFs 
• Please embed all fonts
• PDFs must not contain RGB, LAB  

or Indexed colors—only CMYK 
NOTE: We can’t check detailed trapping 
in print-quality PDFs. Please ensure that 
all colors are trapped correctly prior to 
writing your PDF.

GENERAL NOTES
• Please keep all essential text and 

logos 6mm away from trim

• Ensure that all colors are defined  
as process (CMYK), unless a spot 
color is specified

• All color pictures should be 
converted to CMYK (no RGB), and 
should contain no JPEG encoding

• Grey-scale and color images  
should be scanned at a minimum 
line-screen of 266 DPI 

• There will be a US$50 production 
charge per ad for file preparation, pre-
flight, trouble-shooting and processing

• Kidscreen does not accept responsibility 
for reproduction when materials 
supplied do not meet the above 
specifications. Kidscreen reserves the 
right to charge back to the advertiser 
or agency costs of all work incurred for 
conversion of material

Ad Sizes 1x 2x–5x 6x–9x

Double-Page Spread $8,500 $7,700 $7,000

Full Page $5,000 $4,800 $4,100

1/2-Page $3,500 $3,300 $2,800

1/3-Page $3,000 $3,000 $3,000
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Back Cover $17,000
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Spin Master wants to invest 
US$100 million in tech
The toyco’s new Ventures fund is making strategic 
minority investments to stay on top of trends and 
innovation, starting with Nordlight and Hoot Reading. 
The goal is to be on top of new trends and tech.
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Happy Friday! Did you know that seven- and eight-

year-olds are the age group that’s most into podcasts? 

And they all want to listen to story-driven fictional 

content. Kukua is looking to build the biggest kids 

franchise out of Africa. And there’s lots of acquisitions 

in this week’s deals round-up.

Happy Friday! Did you know that seven- and eight-

year-olds are the age group that’s most into podcasts? 

And they all want to listen to story-driven fictional 

content. Kukua is looking to build the biggest kids 

franchise out of Africa. And there’s lots of acquisitions 

in this week’s deals round-up.

Cartoon Network Studios working  
with Matthew Cherry
Battu is an animated musical comedy for kids and families created by the 
Hair Love filmmaker and award-winning director/write Chaz Bottoms.

Cartoon Network Studios working  
with Matthew Cherry
Battu is an animated musical comedy for kids and families created by the 
Hair Love filmmaker and award-winning director/write Chaz Bottoms.

9 Story, Retail Monster chart path  
from SVOD to retail
Expanding brands from a streamer to shelves is new territory for  
9 Story, which is hoping for CP success with Karma’s World, says  
Natalie Osborne.
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Ad Position Dimensions 1 Week 4 Weeks

Skyscraper
Desktop:

Mobile: 
300px x 869px
300px x 250px

$3,695 $13,400

Leaderboard
Desktop:

Mobile: 
820px x 120px
300px x 250px

$2,795 $9,980

Billboard
Desktop:

Mobile:
820px x 300px
300px x 250px

$2,695 $9,900

Half Page
Desktop: 

Mobile: 
300px x 600px
300px x 250px

$2,595 $9,800

Banner 1-8
Desktop: 

Mobile: 
820px x 90px
300px x 250px

$1,995 $7,200

Rectangle
Desktop

+ Mobile:  
300px x 250px $1,795 $6,500

Sponsored eBlast Specs to be provided $7,000 each
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Ad Position Dimensions 1 Week 4 Weeks

Leaderboard
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Half Page
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300px x 600px
300px x 250px

$1,795 $6,495

Strip
Desktop:

Mobile: 
1200px x 90px
300px x 250px

$1,695 $6,195

Banner
Desktop:

Mobile:  
850px x 120px
300px x 250px

$1,595 $5,995

Rectangle
Desktop

+ Mobile:  
300px x 250px $1,295 $4,995

Dynamic Wallpaper Desktop: 
2000px x 1000px
(1220px left blank  
in the middle)

$2,595 $9,995

Hijack
Desktop

+ Mobile:  
700px x 500px $2,995 $10,995
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Netflix blasts off with bee 
and puppycat
By Elizabeth Foster    

POPULAR POSTS

DIVERSITY MISISON

Kidscreen is a platform for voices in the 
kids entertainment space. Who we  
feature at our events and in our  
publications speaks volumes.

More info

Strip 1200x90

Leaderboard 1200x120

Apple TV+, WildBrain expand Peanuts deal
New seasonal specials will be created by the prodco, joining classic holiday content A Charlie Brown  
Christmas and It’s the Great Pumpkin Charlie Brown, which the streamer just acquired.

By Elizabeth Foster    October 8, 2021

Serious Lunch takes over Matt Hatter 
Chronicles
By Ryan Tuchow    October 8, 2021

YouTube unveils slate focused on  
Black culture
By Megan Haynes    October 9, 2021

HBO Max lines up Lumberjanes series 

By Elizabeth Foster   October 8, 2021

Disney’s APAC president to step down 

By Ryan Tuchow    October 8, 2021

Banner 850x120
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Netflix blasts off with bee and 
puppycat
By Elizabeth Foster    October 8, 2021
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Apple TV+, WildBrain expand Peanuts deal
New seasonal specials will be created by the prodco, joining classic holiday content A Charlie Brown  
Christmas and It’s the Great Pumpkin Charlie Brown, which the streamer just acquired.
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By Elizabeth Foster
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Apple TV+, WildBrain expand Peanuts deal
New seasonal specials will be created by the prodco, joining classic holiday content A Charlie Brown  
Christmas and It’s the Great Pumpkin Charlie Brown, which the streamer just acquired.

By Elizabeth Foster    October 8, 2021
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Richard  
Goldsmith 

THE BIG GIG: President of global distribution and consumer products at Thunderbird 
Entertainment PREVIOUSLY: President and CEO of Cyber Group Studios USANEW START Richard Goldsmith is ready to take flight with Vancouver-based Thunderbird 
Entertainment and its Atomic Cartoons kids division. As president of the recently formed 
global distribution and consumer products unit, he will lead new sales and CP efforts for 
both branches. 
Goldsmith has cultivated valuable retail and broadcast relationships in his distribution and CP 
roles at Warner Bros., The Jim Henson Company and most recently Cyber Group Studios USA. 
Now, he’s excited to lean on them to expand Thunderbird’s content into toys, live experiences 
and video games. 
ATOMIC GROWTH Based in LA and reporting to Thunderbird CCO Matthew Berkowitz, 
Goldsmith will be responsible for brand-building around existing shows like Netflix’s Last Kids 
on Earth, as well upcoming IPs that the studio will retain rights to. Around 50 shows are in development across both Thunderbird and Atomic, and in the short 
term the studios are looking to produce even more content, says Goldsmith. Thunderbird also 
plans to co-produce with other prodcos, and to distribute content from third-party studios 
for the first time. “With Last Kids on Earth, the company got a taste of owning its own IP and 
creating new revenue streams from it,” says Goldsmith. “Launching this new division is a major 
step to increase its number of proprietary IPs, and get into CP to grow the company.” 
GLOBAL AMBITIONS Thinking long term, Thunderbird is looking at how it can scale business 
through partnerships with companies around the world, as well as mergers and acquisitions, 
says Goldsmith. Thunderbird is well-known in North America, but Goldsmith is eager to help 
it become more of a global player. “Joining Thunderbird at this stage of its growth feels like a 
culmination of all my experience,” he says. “I’m excited to introduce Thunderbird and Atomic 
to clients all around the world who haven’t worked with them before.”  —Ryan Tuchow 

Ryan Tuchow 
Online Writer
Warner Bros.’ move to release Wonder Woman 1984 digitally had me flying to the TV to catch the family-friendly adventure flick. 

Alexandra Whyte 
News and Social Media Editor
The lesson from Pixar’s new movie Soul is about how we don’t have one single purpose, which is so important for humans of all ages.  

Elizabeth Foster
Copy Chief/Special Reports Editor
My experience with football is limited to Friday Night Lights (Connie Britton is a gift), but Nickelodeon’s slime-filled NFL broadcast was delightful. 

We can’t get enough of...
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PUBLICATION SCHEDULE

Issue Space 
Deadline

Material 
Deadline

Street  
Date Bonus Distribution

October/November 2022 Sep 7 Sep 14 Oct 13
• MIPCOM*
• Asian Animation Summit*

February/March 2023 Jan 4 Jan 11 Jan 30 • Kidscreen Summit*

April 2023 Mar 16  Mar 23 Apr 12 • MIPTV*

May/June 2023 Apr 19 Apr 26 May 15
• Licensing Expo*
• Annecy*
• Children’s Media Conference*

My Little Pony rides 

high with new CP
A consumer products program inspired by the upcoming feature  

film will highlight growing categories like health and wellness. 

he Friendship is Magic series may be rid-

ing off into the sunset, but My Little Pony 

is saddling up for a new era with Entertainment 

One. Hasbro has big plans for the franchise, 

including consumer products tied to the up-

coming feature film and a new animated series, 

My Little Pony: Pony Life. 

Following Hasbro’s December 2019 acqui-

sition of Entertainment One, the toymaker 

appointed eOne as its global entertainment 

arm just in time to help launch Pony Life. The 

2D toon bowed in late 2020 on platforms like 

Disney Channel and Cartoon Network. 

The upcoming CG-animated movie, 

meanwhile, is slated for a September 2021 

release and will mark the start of the brand’s 

transformation—now under the purview of 

eOne. Not only will new pony characters 

be featured in the film, they will also boast 

a new CG look. The introduction of new 

characters and a departure from designs fea-

tured in Friendship is Magic and Pony Life is 

intended to shift the brand’s focus to more 

modern themes like diversity and inclusion. 

“The final season [of Friendship is Magic] 

brought that storytelling to a satisfying 

conclusion, and it felt like the right time to 

close that chapter of Pony history,” says Emily 

Thompson, VP of global brand management 

for eOne (previously VP of entertainment 

production and development for Hasbro). 

“Generation Alpha has a higher emotional 

intelligence, and they expect a lot more from 

their entertainment. We know it’s important 

to Gen Alpha that they see their peer groups 

represented in their entertainment, and that 

shaped how we built our core cast.” 

The movie’s main character, for example, is 

an activist working to make the pony world a 

better place. 

My Little Pony will be one of Hasbro’s big-

gest initiatives in 2021, says Casey Collins, SVP 

and GM of global consumer products. 

Upcoming toys will be informed by the 

feature’s updated animation style, and in 

addition to launching classic offerings like toys 

and apparel, Hasbro will focus its consumer 

products program on categories that saw 

significant growth in recent months, including 

food, health and wellness, puzzles and games, 

publishing, personal care and home goods. 

The first SKUs are set to hit shelves at major 

retailers around the world in August.

“Consumer behaviors have changed so 

much due to COVID-19, and we’re taking a 

look at categories that have been spiking in 

terms of sales,” says Collins.  

This strategy of focusing on trends while 

still paying tribute to the classics also applies 

to eOne’s upcoming approach to content. 

“With the movie, we started develop-

ment and made the decision to expand the 

world of My Little Pony, rather than starting 

from scratch with a total brand reinvention,” 

Thompson says. “We found ourselves with 

this whole decade of storytelling and really 

rich lore, and it felt wrong to walk away from 

all of that.” 

Friendship is Magic premiered in 2010 and 

ran for nine seasons. The series inspired a 

kid-hosted online after-show, as well as a 

live stage show. Instead of abandoning the 

franchise’s characters and stories, the movie 

will take place in the same world featured in 

Friendship is Magic and Pony Life, but jump 

ahead in time to focus on a new genera-

tion of ponies and unexplored corners of 

Equestria. This creates opportunities to 

include nods to the property’s previous 

iterations, both in upcoming content and 

consumer products offerings. 

“If you’re brand-new to the franchise, I 

think it will grab you and pull you in,” says 

Thompson. “And existing fans are going to be 

picking out Easter Eggs for months and years 

to come.”  

BY: ELIZABETH FOSTER
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BY: RYAN TUCHOW

esame Workshop was founded in the 1960s and charged with 

creating a TV show that would help prepare disadvantaged kids 

for school. Sesame Street was a breakthrough success in the US. But 

50 years and 150 countries later, Big Bird and friends have traveled 

well beyond the street. And now, with new CEO Steve Youngwood 

at the helm, Sesame Workshop is gearing up for further expansion. 

When Youngwood joined Sesame Workshop five years ago as 

COO and president of media and education, the kids content mar-

ket was increasingly fragmented as channels and streaming services 

proliferated in the US and globally. 

To make sure the company would remain relevant, he added four 

new series to its lineup—Helpsters, Esme & Roy, The Not-Too-Late 

Show with Elmo and Ghostwrite—to engage with kids’ different 

interests and needs. And he has since put two more, including the 

animated Mecha Builders for HBO Max,  

into production.

Working with president Sherrie Westin, 

Youngwood now plans on driving growth 

 SESAME MOVES

BEYOND  
THE STREET
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Shop 
(online) 
till you 
drop 
IP owners and toymakers like BBC Studios, One Animation and WowWee are rethinking their approach to retail relationships as e-commerce continues to surge. 

BY: ELIZABETH FOSTER 

a time when many of us are stuck at home—living and working between the same four walls—there is something particularly satisfying about making an online purchase. It’s convenient, of course, especially as safety precautions related to the pandemic have caused many retailers to close. But it’s also thrilling. 
Something from the outside world is making its way into your space. You can track your package’s progress, following along as it makes its way across the world and onto your doorstep. Or, if you’re feeling adventurous, you can simply wait to be surprised by its 

BBC Studios is repurposing product sizzles used in sales meetings for online marketing and social media 
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* Provided a live event takes place

Future  
today
Meet the  

kids of 2022

engaging the global children’s entertainment industry 

OCTOBER 2020

Broadcasters take 

the diversity lead

Cool New Shows  

on the horizon


